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Foreword

In November 1972, the Department of Education became involved

in a long range plan to assist colleges and universities in the

Commonwealth to develop competency-based teacher education programs.

The Interim Inventory presented -in this report is the first major

step.and may well become a benchmark for the preparation and certi-

fication of professional personnel in Pennsylvania. It has involved

the cooperative efforts of advisory and ad hoc committees, teachers,

-teacher educators, future teachers, college and univers-isty adminis-
i

trators, and consumer representatives for public uction.
r.

I would like to express my appreciatili foe -this particular

resporqe to the Pennsylvania Competency -Based Teacher Education Pro-

ject. It begihs a new effort to( extend the .0ality of public elemen-

tary and secondary education through Improved professional prepara-
,

tior. I look forward to future reports as institutions de°velop,
a

competency-6a\sed curricula and evaluate their effectivene'ss and as

the-Department of.Education seeks a competency-based mechanism for

certification.

iv

J C. Pittenger
retary of Education

CommonWealth of Pennsylvania



Introduction

The Pennsylvanfa Competency-Based Teacher Education Project is a

flexible program of professional leadership and technical assistance

fer developing competency-based programs ipize Commonwealth. The

'Project's plan involves five stages (Program Chart, revised 5/73, is

appended) and thiS inventory represents completion of Stage I,

Phase B. Phase A was completed in June 1972, Oen over.1,400 com-

petency studies for teacher education programs in 83 colleges and

universities were received by the Department of Education. Phase B

was developed from Phase A data and presents the Interim Inventory of

1

Generic Competencie. Phase C also will
(

use Phase A data but will

produce-interim linventories of specialized competencies such as

elementary education, music education, and social studies education.

Phase B and.the resulting interim' inventory.involved planning by

Lock Haven State,College, the consulting firm of Human Response

Associates, Inc., of Spring Hous/, Pennsylvania, and the Diviion of

Teacher Education, as well as various committees of teacher educators

from across the state. More important, however, was the commitment

to the Project by the schools, colleges, and universities in

Pennsylvania which provided group leaders, experienced teachers, and

the students to process Phase A data for Phase B._'

ESEA,. Title V, Section 503 funds provided the necessary N6ur4s

which culminated in the June Workshdp at Lock Haven State College.

TirlOng of the funding and the academic calendars was not optimal, yet

with the help of the outside contractors and the extraordinary efforts

of the group leaders, Phase B was completed successfully and on

schedule. The significant events of Phase B were the .three-day

1



seminars for 60 group leaders in April and May, and tie June "Action"

Workshop at Lock Haven Stag College. The consequence include the

Interim Inventory of Gene.-c Competencies, a higher level of profes-

sional commitment to competency-based teacher education, new Nrms of

inter-institutional cooperation, and momentum for developing competency-

based programs 1

The Interim Inventory of Generic-Crpetencies is just that It

represents the best efforts to refine and to reduce the competency

statements)submitted by colleges and universities in 1972. It is

incomplete, is dated by authorships prior to 1972, is not "Htrrisburg

dicta" prescribing teacher education, and is above all, a working docu-

silent. As-such it is presented for validation, revision, and possible

4
implementation by teacher educators through pre- and in-service programs

on college and university campuses anein.elementary and secondary

schools. This Report to the Field of Stage I, Phase 6, is an abridged

version of the final ESEA, Title V Report which is available for

examination in the Division of Teacher'Education.



Interim Inventory

Generic 'Teaching Competencies

Pennsylvania Competency -Based Te(acher Education Pro'ect

1972-1973
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Interim Inventory of Generic Teaching_ Competencies

° Development

The InteriM Inventory of Generic Teacling Competencies is a

list of 66 discrete. statements. The 66 were reduced from over 50,000

submitted by 1,400 programs in 83 Pennulv'ania colleges and un4er-

sittes.. The task was massive, yet particular care was exercised to

preserve the original data's integrity and to apply the best profes-

sional judgment.

The first step was to separate generic competencies (common to

teacning in all areas, suhjects, and levels) from specialized com-

petencies (applicable only to a particular area, subject, or level).

The Depa-tment of Education's external.contractor,Aidman Response

Associate, Inc., reviewed the generic statements to identify and to

remove similar statements an,d then arranged the resulting 4,006 into

categories for processing at the June "Actidh" Workshop. In the mean-

time, Human Response Associate, Inc., met with 30 pairs of group

leaders from the colleges and universities for three days in April and

again for three days in May to develop group process techniques, work-

shop procedures, and selection criteria for determining the Interim

Inventory.

The June Workshop for over 350 participants opened on 'Sunday,

June 3, at Lock HAen State College with addresses by Pennsylvania's

Commiqsioner for Higher Education, Jerome Ziegler, and Karl

Massanari, Director of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher,

Education's Pe'rformance-Based Teacher Education Project. Later in the

evening the participants formed 26 groups of 10 to 15-members with'

leadership pairs. Each group was given a set of approximately 250



statements and the charge to reduce the number as much os pcAsible

through application of the selection criteria. As "a

check, each set of 250 was processed independently by two groups and

then the results were combined. By Wednesday afternooh, the 4,000

statements were reduced in number by rejection or re-yriting 6403

statements.

The group leaders remained Wednesday and Thursday after the other

participants left in order todraft the Interim Inventory. and to pro-

vide guidance funr the subsequent steps in the Pennsylvania Competency,

) 4
Based Teacher ?Ligation Project. Through the efforts of a committee

of 12 group leaders, the 403 were reduced further to the final number

of 66, the Interim Inventory. The 66 statewients follow and the parent

set Of 403 is appended.

'Form
-

To facilitate processing By teacher educators, the Interim Inven,

tory's format provides for'clipping and transfer of each statement to

ian index card. The statement number is for identification purposes

only and has no further significance. The category and sub-category

titles may be useful, but, should not be-regarded as definitive and may

be completely disregarded.

Use

The Interim Inventory is a research and development instrument.

As such it is not a standard by which teachereduc tion programs will

,

be evaluated for Program Approval or by which the iality of teaching

in elementary and secondary classrooms will be asspeed. Individual

programs may want to use the Inventory to compare their intended results

for their own teacher education programs with the collective thinking

5



of those persons who participated In the June Workshop, and then pos-

sibly introduce program design changes. Gaps may become apparent,

and additions or'changes are probable. Eventually thr Interim Inven-

tory will be refined and will become a basis for developing competency-

based assessment in Pennsylvania.

Caution.must accompany the use of the Interim Inventory for it

May omit important copetencie5 and is based,on statements written

prior to 1972. As we proceed, we must be sensitive to developmentsin

teacher education, constantly changing teacher roles, advances in educa-

.tional technology, ard constructive philosophical criticism. Since the

statements are terminal objectives, each program may wish to develop

its own sets of enroute and enabling objectives,.

AthooghfspeLific means and occasions for providing feedback on

the Interim Inventory will be afforded in 1973-1974, reactions and sug-

gestions in any form are solicited and will be welcomed at'any time.

Please communicate direct* with.the Director, Division of Teacher

Education, Bureau of Teacher Education and-Certification, Pennsylvania

Department of Education.

%.1
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Statements of Competencies

Theoretical Knowledge of Educational Concepts

Philosophical and Historical Concepts .

1. The teacher will demonstrate knowledge of
philosophical implications in the establisK-
ment of educational program -directipns,'
priorities, and goals.

2. The teacher will evaluate instructional
practices in.terms of Political; social,
economic, and religious history of our
Country.

. Personal Philosophy, Attributes, and Characteristics'

3. The teacher will formulate a personal philo-
sophy of education which is both theoretical
and practical,

4. The teracher will exhibit personal character-'\
istics which reflect enthusiasm toward his/her
profession.

.Use of Information

5. The'teacher.will locate, acquire, organize
and analyze information in.a manner consis-
tent with established standards of scholar-
ships.

6% The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge of
the technique fbr the. analysis of an educa-
tional,issue, problem, or theory.

Implementation of Theoretical Concepts and Information in the Classroom

..

Learning Theory

7. The teacher will select, evaluate, and imple-
ment the most appropriote principles of.
learning currently available to educators.

7.

1



Educational Research

8. The teacher will read, interpret, and evaluate
research and relate the findings to teaching
practice.

9: teacher will effectively use the tools of
research 'in curriculum planning.r.

Planning

10. The teacher will prepare comprehensive learning
sequences and long range instruction for ac--
complishin§ soecific educational objectives.

The'teacher will select, identifydentify and implement
classroom procedures which are consistent wits-.`
instructional WojeCt.ives.

12. The teaoher will provide alternative ways for
students to satisfy objectives.

--Teaching Methods and Techniques

13. The teacher will.use methods of teaching which
. are defenSible in. terms of psychological and

social learning theories.

14. The to acher will demonstrate the application of
the latest Alibliniques, methods, and materials
in their re ective teaching fields.

Developing Students' Abilities

DeveTOOTrig Students' Thinking Skills

15. The teacher will demonstrate the use of skill-
full questions that lead pupils to analyze,
synthesize, and think critically.

16 The teactigt. witl be able to tolerate and
encourage divergent as well as convergent
thinking in order to facilitate the function-
ing of the creative process.

'17. The teacher will promgIe the development o
information organizinglkills, e.g. note
taking, outlining, summarizing and translating
by children.

8
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Encouraging Students' Creativity_

18. The teacher will guide research and creative
,ProjeCts that are devised by students.

Developing 5asic Sk is

19. The teacher will use instructional strategies
that lead students to make functional use of
the basic study skills.

20. The teacher wfll select materials from vari-
ous content areas where pupi's apply language
-arts, and reading skills.

Widening Students' Comprehension

21. The teachd will demonstrate to the pupils
the interrelationships among subject matter
areas.

22. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
communicate subject matter, including the
objE?ctives and vocabulary in concepts and
words appropriate to the level of the pupil
understanding.

TeachileTechnique

Widening Students' Comprehension

23. The teacher will employ a variety of techni-
ques, materials, and methods which All
actively involve each student in the learning
situation.

Grouping

24. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to /
apply a variety of instructional patterns and
grouping skills.

0*.



Motivational Technique

25. The teacher will apply motivational techni-
ques that are appropriate for the level of
the pupils.

26. The teacher will use feedback to modify
classroom practices.

27. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
direct and participate in group processes in
the classroom.

2b. The teacher will be able to identify the
manner in which the peer group influences
each individual in the group.

29. The teacher will be able to establish guide-
lines for developing and maintaining control
in the classroom, including the resolkition of
individual pupil problems with a minimum of
disruption.

Use of Resources

Media-

30. The teacher will demonstrate effective use of
library facilities, instructional media, and
other educational technology.

31. The teacher will use appropriate school and
community resources as well as colleagues and
paraprofessionals to facilitate optimum learn-
ing for all students.

Evaluating and Measuring StudentsWrogress

Use of Test Results as Feedback

32. The teacher will use appropriate evaluative-
procedures as an integral part of the total
learning context.

33. The teacher will incorporate pupil progress
data from multiple assessment techniques in
planning instruction.

10



Ethical Use of Evaluation Data

34. The teacher will demonstrate the knowledge of
and commitment to ethical and professional
standards regarding the acquisition, handling,
and explaining of student evaluation data.

Adapting to Surroundings

35. The teacher-will adapt to varying school
situations and conditions.

36. The teacher will adjust components of the
physical environment to ensure student com-
fort, health, and,safety and facilitate
learning.

37. The teacher will- maintain an educational
environment conducive to develgplpg positive
attitudes toward learning.-

Relating to Students

38. The teacher- will demonstrate a firm commitment
to the ideal that teaching implies compassion
and humilitylwith a respect for the dignity of
the student regardless of the value system of
the teacher.

39. The teacher will evidence fairness, tact, com-
passion and good judgment in dealing with pupils.

Knowledge of Growth and Development

1, Individual Differences and Needs

40. The teacher will utilize knowledge of physical,
mental, social and emotional geowth and develop-
ment to planning learning experiences to meet
the special needs of children/of various ages.

41. The teacher will create an awareness among stu-
dents of their individual differences and have
them respond accordingly.

11



Special Problems

42. The teacher will be able to establish rap-
port with individual students and make
provision for special needs of Students
according to their ability and background.

43. The teacher will identify exceptional char-
acteristiCs of learners.

44. The teacher will demonstrate underitanding
of the limits of-one's professional com-
petencies so that other appropriate pcofes-
sional assistance can be utilized to the

benefit of the student.

45. The teacher will discriminate between nor-
mal and deviant behavior and make referrals
to the appropriate professionl agency.

46. The teacher will prescribe remedial action
-for ,diagnosed learning problems:

-47. The teacher will identify the problem readers
and make appropriate referrals.

Awareness of Cultural Diversity

4

48. The teacher will evaluate and take appropriate
steps to clarify with statements many of the
cultural biases, myths and generalizations to

; 'which they are exposed.

49. The teacher will demonstrate how one's envi-
ronment and culture influences the development
of attitudes toward self and others.

50. The teacher will provide learning experiences
which enable students to transfer principles
and generalization developed in school to
situations outside of the school.

Clarifying Values

51. The teacher will assist students to clarify
their values in various learning situations.

52. The teacher will aid students in the selection
of, and evaluation of their progress toward,
personal goals and objectives.

12.



53. The teacher will use tepAiing techniques and
strategies that aid students in developing
a positive self-image.

Professional Attitude

Self-Evaluation

54. The teacher will demonstrate continuing self-
evaluation through selection and application
of a variety of resources for this purpose.

Accountability

The teacher will apply the concept of account-
ability as it relates to the students, their
parents and the instructional process..

56. The'teacher will exhibit a professional atti-
tude toward assigned and non-assigned responsi-
bilities.

Relating to Community

57. The teacher will demdhstrate the ability to
communicate effectively with members of the
school community.

58. The teacher will demonstrate an awareness of
the relationship of hisOer personal ethics to
professional ethics and the values of the
community.

59. The teacher will demonstrate cooperation in
planning educational activities with cote
leagues, administrators, supervisory personnel
and students.

60. The teacher will plan and participate in meet-
ings of school and community organizations to
assist in developing programs for educational
change.

13



Knowledge of Educational System and Structure

61. The teacher will identify the agencies and
agents which affect, male, and implement
educational policy at the local, state, and
federal levels.

Career Patterns

62. The teacher will describe the career patterns
of teachers -- supply and demand, economic
and social status, security, benefits,
responsibilities.

School Systems

I
63. The teacher will describe the organization of

administrative,-instructional, and service
units in designated school systems.

64. The teacher will be aware of the problems
and advantages of teacher negotiations as
they reflect emerging change in the relatio0-
ship between teachers and the administrative
hierarchy in education.

School Law

65. The (teacher will be able to locate school
laws and identify those provisions and legis-
lations essential to the rights, responsi- .

bilities and liabilities of teacners', statt,
situdentS, and the school as an institution.

School Finance

66. Thelte:cher will describe essential components
of school finance at the local, state, and
federal levels.
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SELECTION CRITERIA

The Selection Criteria used in the June workshop to determine the Interim List were
developed by the Group Leaders at the May training session at Lock Haven ,State College's
Sieg Conference Center. The criteria were then .printed on both sides of a slip of paper
(8 1/2 x 4), suitable for attaching to each of the 4,E0 statements processed at the workshop.
These criteria were to he applied in the number order, with a statement being rejected
as soon as a "NO" box was checked. Each rejection was validated and the rejected statements
have been preserved along with their Selection Criteria Worksheets. (The worksheet as
appearing below has been reduced in size for this publication.)

(Side A)
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Set of 403 Competency Statements
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Set of 403 Competency Statements

Psychology, Implementation of Psychological Principles
(Group 1; Leaders: WiaTfey-Johnson)

1. The teacher will demonstrate the technigues'of
problem-solving and facilitate, creativity.

2. The teacher will be able to demonstrate a know-
ledge of normal Human personality development
and behavior apprOpriate co the various age
level.

. The teacher will demonstrate an understanding
of the causes of behavior problems and patterns
of pupil adjustment.

4. The teacher will be familiar with the structure,
origins, and function of the self.

.., ,

5. The teacOr will demonstrate a knOwledge of the \
structuring of the learning environment so as
to promote optimum health for pupils.

6. The teacher will demonstrate knoWledge,of the
potential of emotions for affecting the-physio-
logical conditions of the body.

7. The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge of human
'development and its implications for teaching
learning.

8.\ The teacher willencourage students- to accept
responsibility for their own learning appro-
priate to their developmental level.

Learning Theory, Implementation of Psychological Principles., Profes-
sional Traits, Professional Behavior: Joining Professional Organiza-
tions, etc., Teaching as a Profession, Prpfessional Organization and
Literature
(Groups a and 21; Leaders:, Walters - Deischer, Cierpliowski-Masemore)

F

2. The teacher will demonstrate cooperation in
planning educational activities with colleagues,
administrators, and suMbisory.personnel.

3. 'The teacher will use student records in a way
which will assure the privacy of the individual \?

student. 1
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15. The teacher will demonstrate personal growth
by using professional resources such as litera-
ture, organizations, and workshops.

19. The teacher will use appropriate school and
community resources as well as colleagues and
paraprofessionals to facilitate optimum learn-
jng,for all students,

40. The teacher will plan and participate in meetings
of school and community organizations to assist
in developing programs for educational change.

2: The teacher will describe the school as a social,
system.

3r The teacher will list basic rights, responsi-
bilities, and ethics including certification
requirements and statutory benefits inherent in
professional service.

4. The teaqer will identify the scope, variety and
-changing nature of professional opportunities
within the field of education.

5. The teacher will analyze the prOblems and advan-.
tages of teacher negotiations as they reflect
changes in public education.

.

6. The teacher will "cite specific criteria which
indicate that teaching is a profession.

7. The teacher will describe the line and staff
relationships of a typical local school district
plus the relationships between state and federal
levels.

9'. The teacher will describe the ways in which a
teacher may secure Level I and II certification
in Pennsylvania.

1. The teacher will exhibit. the ability to make
decisions relevant to .the-amount of personal
effort needed to develop an environment for ,

learning.

-2. The teacher will demonstrate a Willingness to
cooperate with students, teachers, administra-
tors, parents, and other, school and community
groups. a

7. The teacher will demonstrate with examples a
positive attitude toward educational development.



L

9. The teacher will perform in a manner consistent
with an acceptable code of professional ethics
with respect to: administrators, pupils,.peers,
parents, and the community- at large.

10y The teacher will demonstrate knowledge of admini-
strative policies and practices'and/a respect
for them.

14. The teacher will demonstrate a willingness'-to.
become an active participant in civic affairs.

18. The teacher will demonstrate an awareness of
the relationship of his/her personal ethics to pro-'
fessional ethics and the values of the community.

19. The teacher will demonstrate a willingness to
seek aid an' advice about professional concerns.

21. The teacher will demonstrate an awareness of
legal rights and responsibilities of teachers
and students.

22. The teacher will exhibit a professional attitude
toward ikssiyndd and non-assigned responsibilities.

30. The teacher.will read about new developments in
education and independently seek relevant experi-
ences which promote further professional growth
and development.

32. The teacher will demonstrate a firm commitment
to the ideal that teaching implies compassion
and humility wjth.a respect for the dignity of
the studeAt.regardless of the value system of
the teacher.

33. The. teacher will demonstrate a commitment to
teaching,by confronti-hq-educational problems as
they arise and by seeking reasonable solutions.

37. The teacher will demonstrate a willingness to
adapt the curriculum to mIrt the student.

7 r

37. The teacher will demonstrate a sensitivity to the
needs of community and encourage parental in-
volvement.

39. The teacher will demonstrate that he/she can
plan lessons.

-- The teacher will define "learning" from a
variety of"theoretical perspectives.
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The teacher will describe the relationship
between learning theory and curriculum
development.

The teacher will compare, contrast, and clarify
the basic issues and current evidenceunder-
lying sound classroom procedures.

- The teacher will relate the ways in which the
students learn to various kinds of learning
resource materials.

The teacher will identify the procedures which
Promote the learning of skills, the learning of
concepts, problem solving, the development of
attitudes and appreciations, and the development
of creativelpotential.

The
f-

teacher will give examples of learning experi-
ences that could produce multiple learning
courses.

The student will be ible to review, discuss, and
administer perceptual -motor instruments to reveal
primary learning disabilities of the subject.

The teacher will cite evaluation procedures.appro-
pria* to the learning situation:

The teacner will describe the relationship between
the climate for learning in 'the classroom and the
achievement of a student.

The teacher will explain how personality is formed
and its relationship to learning and performance.

The teacher will des'cribe motivation and its
impact on learning and performance." '

The teacher will,describe learning strategies that
enhance the individual and group potential affect-
ing the environment of-learning.

The teacher will identify strategies for individual-
izing instruction including use of programmed
materials andoteaching machines.

The teacher w1.11 differentiate among different
kinds and levels of learning according to a .1

variety of letrning theories.

The teacher will'Oescribiphysical factors that may

affect learning.
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The teacher will describe the fundamental pro-
cesses of behavior modifications.

The teacher will identify various reward
systems inside and outside classroom situa-
tion.

The teacher will be able to understand the use
of feedback mechanisms to modify classroom
practices.

The teacher will interrelate concepts of human/
development witin concepts of learning.

The teacher will describe the effects of develop-
mental irregularities resulting in learning
handicaps.

- The teacher will explain how readiness influences
learning.

The teacher will express a philosophical view
based upon knowledge of various learning theories

consistent ith the anticipated role in the class-
room.

The teacher will select, describe, evaluate, and
implement the most appropriate principles of
learning theories currently available to educators.

The teacher will'olan learning strategies designed
to reward alternative approaches used by the
learner in a variety of situations includindthe
development of skil's concepts, problem solving,
attitudes, appreciatiolq, and creative potential.

The teacher will develop standards of performance
cAmensurate with the entering behaviors of stu-
dents.

The teacher will recognize resources for ongoing
research and related to teaching, learning, and
particular disciplines; and interpreting and
applying the findings.

The teacher will identify and apPy alternative
reinforcement system.

The teacher will use methods of teaching which
are defensible in psychological and social
theories of learning.

The teacher will design teaching-learning epi-
sodes for the purpose of personalizing instruc-

tioh.
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t The teacher will be able to tolerate and a,--

\encourage divergent as well as convergentll
thinking in order to facilitate the func-
tioning of the creative process.

The teacher will idehtify the causes and
effects of the changing roles of the teacher
and the power of teacher organizations.

The teacher will cite the problems and
advantages of teacher negotiations as they
reflect emerging change in the relationship
between teachers and the administrative
hierarchy in public education.

4

The teacher will describe the process of
professional negotiations.

The teacher will demonstrate an awareness of
professional organizations and publications

related to his/her field.

The teacher will cite the advantages and /or
disadvantages of membership in the various
professional organizations in education.

The teacher will demonstrate an awareness of
federal, state, and local legislation affect-
ing professional organizations and their
restraints,regarding lobbying and collective
bargaining procedures.

The teacher will identify the formal and in-
formal power structure within an organization.

The teacher will demonstrate an awareness of
the possible fringe benefits in a typical
school district.

(Consensus was not achieved on the following statements by the two
groups) 4

22. The teacher will demonstrate awareness of the
need for individual support ,of and, contribution

to local, regional, national and international
professional programs and organizations.

31. The teacher will be aware of and be able to ad-
just to established school policies and standards;
however, he or she. must also have the ability to
promote and bring about needed changes by work-
ing through accepted processes.
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33. The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge of
teacher professional organizations and their
relationship to teachers and local school dis-
tricts.

37. The teacher will demonstrate his/her ability to
apply principles of human relations by effect-
ing positive relationship among students,
faculty, and the community.

17. The teacher will view the profession as one who
is cognitively oriented, socially aware and self-
confident for today's world and the promise of
tomorrow.

44. The teacher will be able to accept and live with
the ambiguities in the life of the professional
teacher; always in part a stranger; and "expert"
in the area all Americans knbw themselves to be
expert; attempting a pyblic duty publicly
exposed; at once the-moral arbiter and hired
hack; able to move.ptrough Miss Dove, Mr.,C44iPs.,

and all similar inaccuracies self-imposed, tr.
offered externally to a new conception of pror,

\-1 fesSional, socially aware, congitively oriented,
self-confident, doing'a job now and later which
is its own and only reward.

Growth and De elopment, Application of Principles of Growth and Develop-
ment, BWrdin Children's Self- Image, Assisting Pupil Adjustment, Psy-
aTiogy, Impl mentation of Psycho ogical Principles
(CoMbined Groilps 3 and 5; Leaders: BelilTrueblood, Blake-Rosseau)

1. The t acher will maintain appropriate records
of pu it behavior based on observation without
value judgment.

2. The to Cher will identify exceptional charac-
teristcs of all learners.

3. The Ua,cher will assess children's needs es
influenced by social background, parental
aspira0on,-neighborhood, school, peer group
and other significant socio-economic influences.

\

.4. The teacbef will discriminate between normal
and deviant behavior and make referrals to the'
appropriate professional agency.

5. The teacher will include diagnosis, feedback,
and evaluation in his/her instructional plans.
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6. The teacher wjll incorporate pupil progress
data from multiple assessment techniques in
planning instruction.

7. The_teacher will use data and information about
individual students and human growth and

_ development processes to plan appropriate in-
structional activities for individual pupil
needs.

8. The teacher will plan for higher levels of
cognition appropriate for students' develop-
mental level.

9. The teacher will plan cognitive and affective
instruction compatible to students' psycho-
motor development.

10. The teacher will base plans on unambiguous
behavioral objectives approp.hate for pupils'

,developmental level.

11. The teacher will prepare instructional plans
designed to teach the process of concept
formation.

12. The.teacher will plan instruction to expand
the students' concepts.

13. The teacher will translate instruction into
social implications and practical applications.

14. The teacher will measure behavior changes and
assess these changes in terms of human develop-
ment levels.

15, The teacher ill develop personal and students'
interpersonal relationship skills to help them
adjyst to their school and community environ- ,

ment.

16. The teacher"will develop a teaching style that
places emphasis orrstudent growth and develop-
ment rather than only presentation of subject
matter.

17. The teacher will use good mental health prac-
tices with the school and community membership.

18. The teacher will demonstrate how one's environ-
ment and culture influences the development of
attitudes toward self and others.
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19. The teacher will utilize knowledge of physi-
cal, mental, social and emotional growth and
development in planning learning experiences
for children of various ages.

20. The teacher will modify instruction to accommo-
date children having exceptional physical
conditions.

21. The teacher will apply interaction analysis
and other observation techniques to improve
the quality of his or her classroom instruction.

22. The teacher will use creative problem solving
techniques in his/her instructional plans.

23. The teacher wi11 use reinforcement procedures
that lead to effective learning.

24. The teacher will apply learning theories to i

implement instructional plans.

25. The teacher will use teaching techniques and
strategies that aid students in die eloping a

positive self-image.

26. The teacher will apply motivational techniques
that are appropriate for the level of the
pupils.

27. The teacher will use principles of learning to
develop alternative motivational, strategies when
dealing with subject matter and students.

28. The teacher will provide instructional activities
that allow pupils to attain success and satis-
faction from their efforts.

29
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The teacher will incorporate appropriate types
of play in learning activities of pupils.

30. The teacher will communicate- to pupils his/her con-

cern 'for them as worthy individuals.

31. The teacher will identify characteristics of
. effective and ineffective teaching.

32. The teacher will evaluate the effectiveness of.
motivational techniques.



eb.

I

Setf-Knowled e, Self-Evaluation nd Improvement, Self-Perception,
Ph,4ical Environment C assroom Arranging Physical
Environment, Man4ulative Skill Record-Kee ptng and aassroom
Management, Creating AtmosrP ere oriiiERTOnaT Environment,
Encouragement of Children s Potential, Aptitudes, Individuality;
Encouragement of Children's Creativity
(Combined Groups 4 and 9; Leaders: Bowers-Munson, Dopyera-tory)

p

7. The teacher will demonstrate the impact of
his/her verbal and non - verbal patterns of
communication on others.

16. The teacher will demonstrate understanding of
the limits of one's professional competencies
so that other appropriate professional assis-
t ce can be utilized to the benefit of the
st,4dent.

20. The teacher will .analyze the effect of personal'
1attitudes, abilities, values and biases on
establishing and maintaining a productive
environment.

55. The teacher will demonstrate continuing self-
evaluation through selection and application of
a variety of resources for iks,Purpose.'

\

31. The teacher will demonstrate ability`dtodiy
behavior in his/her work after assessing
response to evaluations of it.

18. The teacher will demonstrate commitment to the
profession.

2. The teacher will develop and use classroom tech-
niques based on knowledge of his/her owp Wttri-
butes, and abilities.

5. The teacher will follow emergency procedures
applicable to a school setting. 1

6. The teacher will demonstrate by use of a knowledge
f the characteristics, advantages and limita-

tions of a wide variety of media.

2. The teacher will establish a physical environ-
ment condueive to learning.

7. The teacher will adjust components of Vie physi-
cal environment to ensure student comfort, health,
and safety.
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17. The teacher will arrange ,onal resources
to maximize interaction with materials.

43. The teacher will collect and professionally use
available information about each student to aid
in better planning the instructional program
for that student.

15. The teacher will perform the various routine
duties relating to efficient classroom pro-
cedure.

14. The teacher will select, identify and implement
classroom procedures which are consistent with
instructional objectives.

12. The teacher will develop individualized pro-
cedures for recording information on student
programs in various areas of development in
keeping with school policy.

6. The teacher will anticipate dangers to pupils
and take precautions against potential or
actual hazards.

3. The teacher'will follow established school
regulations and administrative policies.

7. The teacher will demonstrate that he/she accept
and respects each child as a worthwhile indi-
vidual.-

43 The teacher will provide a variety of options
for pupil involvement.

11 The teacher will demonstrate skill in using a
variety of techniques for guiding children's
behavior.

10 The teacher will manage behavioral situations,
where appropriate, to build student self-concept.

33 The teacher willdemonstrate_skill in discipline
that will enable him or her to handle routine
behavioral problems independently.

27. The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge of
methods that foster an environment of security,
mutual trust and respect.

22. The teacher will apply various motivational
techniques to encourage individual growth.
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12. The teacher will create an atmosphere that
encourages the expression of diverse points
of view.

2. The teacher will demonstrate skill in fleveloo-
ing a climate conducive to growth of individuals
and group growth in social skills.

3. The teacher will create an environment for
optimum student growth in self - expression.

4. The teacher will employ learning experiences
which will help children understand and
appreciate individual differences in each
other.

6. The teacher will develop learning experiences
to meet students' needs and interests.

3. The teacher will establish an environment which
allows fesr individual differences in use of
time, space, and instructional materials.

8. The teacher will demonstrate knowledge of the
various patterns of creativity and will stimu-
late each student's creativity, where appro-
priate.

Implementation of Tests and Measurements; Evaluation, Extra-Curricular
Activities, Care and Operation of Machinery, Preparing Materials
(Combined Groups 6 and 8; Leaders: Burkhouse-Stephens, Craig-Patterson)

1. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
select, operate, and utilize appropriate media
devices for achieving desired instructional
goals.

2. The teacher will produce, select, and utilize
instructional materials such as, bUt not limited
to, films, tapes, transparencies, flat pictures,
bulletin boards, constructions, and duplicating
materials.

3. The teacher can state a rationale for the
evaluation procedures.

4. The teacher is able to identify cultural.bias
in standardized tests.

5. The teacher can recognize his/her own biases when
interpreting pupil data.

k,.
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6. The teacher will use evaluative procedures
throughout the learn .Opt process to determine

whether objectives are being attained and to
guide future teaching and learning activities.

7. The teacher will be able to demonstrate the
knowledge of and commitment to ethical and
professional standards regarding the acquisi-
tion, handling and explaining of test results.

8. The teacher is able to develop assessment
procedures which are appropriate to subject
and grade level, valid, and reliable.

9. The teacher is able to use appropriate evalua-
tive procedures as an,integral part of the
total learning context to'determine the per-
formance level ef students, (such as standard-'
ized tests, teacher-made tests, anecdotal
records, observation, interviews, rating
scales, self-evaluation, and performance
criteria).

10. The teacher is able to use appropriat valua-
tive procedurei as an integral part o he
total learning context to provide a pupil pro-
file of needs, interests, and perceptual
abilities in the cognitive, affective and
psychomotor domains of educational objectives.

11. The teacher is able to construct, select, and
use appropriate achievement, diagnostic, post-
and pre-tests.

12. The teacher can compute, organize, and inter-
pret test .data according to psychometric and
statistical' procedures (slid, as central ten-
Aency, var ility,(norms, standard scores,
percenti es, frequency distributions).

13. The tea er will demonstrate the ability to
use app opriate Asessment procedures to aid
students in selecting self-goals and assess-
ing their progress toward these goals.

14. The teacher can interpret data acqui ed
through formal and informal measurin devices.

15. The teacher is able to involve the udents
in evaluating and interpreting their test
results.

16. The teacher can report pupil progress to both
students and parents in oral; person-to-person,
and written forms.
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17. The teacher will select an appropriate grad-
ing system from among alternatives using
fixed or relative standards.

18. The teacher demonstrates the ability to
initiate, organize, and direct various
parent and/or student organizations, clubs,
hobbies,, and sports or groups dealing with
school affairs.

19. The teacher can specify the contributions to
learnirig of "out-of-class" activities.

Values and Affect, Building and Clarifying Values and Attitudes,
Humanistic Treatment of Chil-d7in, Building Children's- Sensitivity to
Others, Cultural Heritage, Trends, Diversity, Environment; Implementa-
tion.of Cognitions about Cultural Diversity
Mail-Fled Groups 7 and 13; Leaders: 'Gilroy-Durnin, King-Baker)

1. The beginning teacher should possess knowledge
of the emotional components involved in the
development of a positive self-imaae in order
that he/she may assist the student to function
effectively within the structure of a group.

2. The beginning teacher should have guidelines
for recognizing inappropriate social attitudes
and behaviors in pupils.

3 The beginning teacher should know a variety of
approaches for, implementing effective education
in the clas,.room.

4 The beginning teacher understands the values
inherent in a democratic society.

5. The beginning teacher should know those prin-
ciples of classroom management which create an
atmosphere for maximum learning and self-
discipline.

6. The beginning teacher should know a variety of
methods cof clarifying student values in dif-
ferent learning situations.

7 The teacher will be able to pursue learning
independently and be able to assemble informa-
tion for new areasof knowledge.

1 The teacher will describe ways of expanding
student perceptions beyond his/her immediate
environment.
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2. The teacher ill describe effective ways of
utilizing co unity resources in the school
program.

-3. Tn teacher will demo strate awareness of the
relationship.betwee school and community:

4. The teacher will be able to identify and be
sensitive to the creative potential possessed
by all individuals.

5. The teacher will identify and compare the
effects which recent changes, trends and
directions in contemporary American culture
have had on the process of American education(.

6: The teacher will be able to identify manner in
which the peer group influences the values,
as:cirations, intellectual performance, and
nersonality development of each individual in
the group.

7. The teacher will recognize and recall Signifi-
cant figures, social movements, and ideals
which have greatly influenced the historical,
development of'education in America.

8. The teacher will identify and evaluate the
role and responsibilities of the school toward
the society it serves.

9. The teacher will be able to describe the rami-
fications for the educationa' Process of a
student's soda' c'ass, ace, and economic
status, and be ab'e to identify the relevant
variables needed for successful achievement of
a child from any socio-economic background.

10. The teacher should be able to explain how cul-
tural characteristics are reflected in educa-
tional systems , curricular materials, and
regulations governing educational practices.
(Possibly reclassify)

The teacher should maintain ethical standards
that foster an atmosphere of confidentiality
and trust in working with pupils, colleagues,
parents, and administrative staff.

2. The teacher should be able to analyze and
explain reciprocal efforts of tudent teacher

(interaction.
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3. The teacher should be able to deal with intel-
lectual, personal, and sotial problems of
individual pupils through the application of a
problem-solving process in an empathetic
climate.

6 4. The teacher should show fairness, tact, compas-
sion and good judgment in dealing with pupils.

5. The teacher should be able to foster within
each learner a sense of personal worth within
acceptable socio-psychological an4 developmental
dimensions.

6. The teacher should demonstrate empathy towards
students with personal problems by modifying
requirements and obtaining professional help
where necessary.

7. The teacher should demonstrate an acceptabl%
behavior pattern which will be conducive to a
wholesome classroom environment.

8. The teacher should be able to establish rapport
with individual students and make provision for
special needs of students according to their
ability and background.

9. The teacher should allow students to express
feelings openly within acceptable limits.

1. The teacher should develop within learning
situations values inherent in the democratic
society.

2. The teacher should demonstrate the abtlity to
assist students in developing the,skills used
in group cooperation andrin understanding,
appreciation, and weighing other people's points
of view.

3. The teacher should recognize different values
inherent in different groups and respect the
dignity of the individuals holding these values.'

5. The teacher should develop in students a positive
attitude toward learning,

1. The teacher should demonstrate that he/she can
create an awareness among students of their,
individual differences, and have them respond
accordingly.
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The teacher should be able to describe ways
to create an environment in which the children
establish concepts and values' obncerned with

'oehavior and develop selesteem.
'.i4

The teacher should be able to make personal,
mental and emotional adjustmentsto a wide
range of cultural, attitudin41, and inteller:-
tual differences among studqiits and colleagues.

2. The teacher should be able,to recognize,
evaluate, and take approptqate steps to clarify
many of the cultural basesArOtths, and generali-
zations to which students,03re exposed.

3: The teacher should be able tedevelop strategies
for the classroom to create an awareness and
appreciation-of the similarities and differences
of the world's ethicgrdups in order to promote
inter-cultural understanding.

4. The teacher should be able to utilize knowledge
of students' previous experiences to make the
teaching-learning relevant to the students and i
to their social environment.

- )

Methods and Strategies .

1:

._ - .. 4,,..

(Combined Groups 10, 11 and 16; Leaders: ftith-DeTrude, Fountain%
Washington, Miller-Alexander) P

;110, Jr . v.,
...*0-

1. The teacher will invOlve the stide,4,in planning,
structure and objectives4nedxeEut-,ing learning
activities. ,1?' /

2 The teacher will utilize effegtivellqestioning
techniques at all levels eff0,#A9Viy, including
questioning that will elicit-tOnVenWit and div-
ergent responses leading tO,ah, urli*r' nding of
the purposes of the lesson:,
.

!. .

3 The teacher, incorporatiniemotiv, afiondl techni-
ques, will le,A, implement. and justify teach-
ing stra gies for particular learners..

4
4.. The teacher will make reaTistic' meaningful,

.

assignments.
.

_ v

5. The teacher wi/f\utilize strategies for indiVi-
.

dual, small gr(oup, and large group instruction.

6. The teacher will klemonstrate th6lbility to
.., ., .

use significant research concerning the teaching -
learning

!,

situation.
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7. The teacher will, employ a variety of techni-
ques, materials and methods which will
actively involve each student in the learning
situation.

The lteacher will. plan and administer diagnos-
tic and achievement tests to determine each
stu,:ent's strengths and weaknesses.

9. The teacher,will regularly assess the relevancy
and adequacy of the subject matter.

10. The teacher will modify previously planned
strategies in response to pupil performance,
needs, and interests.

11. The teacher will provide learning we'riences
which enable students to transfer principles
and generalizations developed in school to

situations outside of the school.

12. The teacher will provide alternative ways for
students to satisfy objectives.

13. The teacher will demonstrate to the pupil the
interrelationships among subject-matter areas.

14. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
apply learning theories.

15. The teacher will utilize techniques to develop
the learner's ability to think and to arrive
t conclusions.

16. The teacher will utilize various modes of
instruction to develop each student's self-
actualization, self-discipline and self-
ass'essment.

17. The teacher will develop cdgnitive, affective,
and psycho-motor instructional.sequence using '

the techniques of discussion, role-playing.,
simulation, questioning, and information-
g'ving.

18. The teacher will recogniz. from (the student's
every-d6 experiences te principles, pro-
cesses, and'concepts which will enable one to
teach students through inquiry.

19. The. teacher will prepare comprehensive plans
foi single-concept learning, learning sequences,
and 10 range instruction for accomplishing
spen-ric educational objectives.
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Thrriculum Theory, Implementation of Curriculum Theory, Educational
Philosophy an Objectives, TeacherCertification, School Law, School
Finance, School Structures and Systems, History ofaTITTomparative
Education
(COM iieU Groups 17 and 23; Leaders: MacusrDana, Weigert-Libra)

1. The teacher can analyze distinctions among curri-
cular structures, explain the method employed in
each, and give the advantages and lithitations of
each.

2. The teacher can identify and explain curricular
innovations in education and in his /her area in
particular.

3. The teacher can analyze and evaluate the,compo-
nents of several different curricula in his/her
teaching area..

4. The teacher will. explain and illustrate how
educational, governmental, socio-economic, and
cultural factors influence curriculum.

5. The teacher will demonstrate his ebility to
adapt curriculum'to the particular needs of his/her
community and to the individual differences
among students.

6. The teacher will identify the strategies that
are important in evolving the administration,
the students, and the community in determining
the curriculum.

1. The.tOcher can describe major educational
theefies, movements, and institutions in the
history of education including the precedents of
current educational issu

2. The teacher can relate the Nevelopment of
American education to the political, social,
econ1omic, and religious history Of our country.

3. The teacher can identify major similarities,and
differences between the American educational
system and the educational systems of5pther
countries.

1. The teacher, will formulate a personal philosophy
of education which is both theoretical and
practical.

2. The teacher will identify philosophers and inter-
pret their philosophies as they have influenced
education in the past and present.
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3. .The teacher will demonstrate knowledge of
philosophical.implications in the establish-
ment of educational program directions,

priorities, and goals.

4. The teacher will identify the philosophical
aspects of major problems and trends in educa-
tion and propose 'solutions and adaptions in
his/her own area of specialization.

The teacher will identify varied programs of
teacher preparation and requirements for
certification as well as the relationship
between certification and society's educa-
tional needs.

The teacher should be able to locate school
laws of the state and identify those provi-
sions essential to the rights, responsibilities,
and liabilities of teachers, staff, students,
and the school as an institution.

The teacher will describe essential compo-
nents of school finance at the local, state,
and federal levels.

1. The teacher will describe the orgagizationiof
administratiye, instructional, and service
units in designated school systems.

,;

2. The teacher will identify the agencies and
agents which affect, make, and implement
educational policy at the local, state, and
federal levels.

3. The teacher will explain his role in the
school system and show how those functions are
related to the functions of other groups of
school personnel.

Sociological Principles, School as a Social- System, Social Traits,
TWFT-entation of Social two of EducatTOWiT-Personnel,
Drugs and Other PhYTTOIT,gical. Deviations, ke-ratin9 to Colleagues,
SuperiTiFi,-TiFints, Guidance, Guidance Skills, Skills in Parent-
Teacher ConTIETWEI;Ziiiiinity ResourcesTWF ofTERiWITATI5117ces
TCombined Groups 12 and 18; Leaders: Jeffers-Bragg, Neuhard4alton)

-- The teacher will translate societal aims into
learning goals.

-- The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
diagnose learning problems relating to
minority cultures.
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The teacher will give evidence of being at
ease with students, in a group or with a
Fljngle student, in 'estblishing a trust
relationship.

The teacher will model cooperativeness,
politeness, kindness, h\onesty, empathy,
brotherhood, and commit nt of education to
demonstrate integrity,a d congruity in the
learning process.

c

The teacher will identl
s that would

culturaly cultural and
environmental experien pre-

dict student learning status and attitudes
tovord education. .

The teacher. will identify the emotional' con-
flicts experienced by academically able, -

disadvantaged youth, including those arising
(a) from within a family an b) from within
the peer group.

t.(
The teacher will artic late the concept
"minority group", analy e the basis of classi-
fying groups to this sta us, identify the
various minorities of our society, and
distinguish the modes of interaction between
minorities and dominate groups.

The teacher will- describe the typical family
situation of the disadvantaged child.

--- The teacher will identify the implications of
family relationships and life style for educa-
tion.

The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge and
understanding of the sociological and behavioral

sciences which emphasize the relation of the

'child to his environment.

-Die teacher will identify the significance and
pervasiveness of change and its impact uponjhe
individual and society.

--. The teacher.Will identify awareness of the
changing patternsof technology and the demands
these make of the schools and students.

The teacher will describe the various role
descriptions of administrators, teachers and
students.

The teacher will describe the career patterns
of teachers -- supply and demand, economic and
social' status, security, benefits, responsibilities.
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- - The teacher will describe the key forces which
are instrumental in determining school poli-
cies and operations and specify some of the ways
in which these forces interact with and influence
each other.

- - The teacher will identify causes of drUg abuse.

- - The teacher will identify, probable causes of
behavior of children that may be due to psycho-
logical, physiological, and environmental
influences.

-- The teacher will develop a procedure for
handling referrals of possible drug users.

-- The teacher will provide a rationale for present
personal and group action through consideration
or nistoricai precedent, contemporary impera-
tives and future implications.

-- The teacher will detect biases in tests.

-- The teacher will prescribe remedial action for
diagnosed.learning problems.

- - The teacher will assess effectiveness of remedial
action prescribed for the learner.

- - The teacher will listen and clarify learners'
ideas before interjecting his/her own relevant
concepts.

- - The teacher will encourage student performance
toward achieving objectives.

-- The teacher will identify individual needs of
students.

-- The teacher will modify-teaching behavior based
on student, professional and self-evalLation_

data.

- - The teacher will comply with the existing schOol
policy.

-- The teacher will describe the school, as an
example of a social system; e.g. through identi-
fication of role relationships, rules, tradi-
tions, and communication patterns.

-r The teacher will describe the educational pro-
( cess as an agent of change and continuity.
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-- The teacher will define the concept of
accountability as it relates to his/her stu-
dents, their parents and the instructional
process.

-- The teacher will state the role of the school
in helping students reach maturity physically,
socially and emotionally.

- - The teacher will exhibit behavior congruent
with his/her stated philosophy.

- - The teacher will describe the impact of innova-.
tive institutional organizations on the
teacher's behavior.

- - The teacher will analyze the various positions
of the educational staff.

- - The teacher 041 analyze some of the conflict-
ing,positions held by peers, supervisors, admini-
strators, unions, community, and other environ-
mental influences.

The teacher will deve(lop strategies to modify
student behavior.

-- The teacher will evaluate the criticism, con-
flict, and change in American education.

- The teacher wilNpPly operant principles to
classroom sifUattay.

-- The teacher will use cqnsultation from colleagues
and paraprofessionals in dealing with behavior
direction.

- The teacher will outline the structure and pro-
cedure of a parent conference.

- The teacher will summarize accumulated data
pertaining to the student educational and health
records.

- - The teacher will distinguish between learning
pooblems which can be addressed within the regular
classroom and those requiring assistance or
referral.

- - The teacher will utilize the experiences of per-
sonnel of education process in his/her teaching.

- - The teacher will exhibit flexibility in accept-
ing change, in seeking assistance from peers,
specialists andlbther perSonnel when necessary



and in acti4,as an effective and productive
grou member.

The teacher will demonstrate an understanding
of the concept of "equality' as it applies to
education by: *

a) distinguishing between equality meaning
"the same" education for all, and
equality referring to "equality of
educational opportunity for all;

b) tracing the increasing application in
educational practice of the concept of
equality of educational opportunity;

c) analyzing the practice of "ability
grouping" in the schools in regard to
its compatibility with the concept of
quality of educational opportunity;

d) analyzing the influence.of social
class on the availability of equality
of educational opportunity;

e) evaluating programs designed to 1;ro-
vide equal educational opportunity
for all.

- - The teacher will describe and give practical
evidence in an actual learning situation of
a variety of teaching methods, from N, K-12,
appropriate to the area of,concentration.

- - The teacher will describe the interrela-
tionships of teaching style behavior, pupil
reactions and responses to teaching behaviors,
as observed in a variety of classroom practices.

Th4Lteacher will use evacuation tools in
determining effectiveness in a teaching
environment.

- - The teacher will apply positive principles of
human relations"by effecting positive relation-
ships among-students, fellow educators and the
community.

- - The teacher will construct a plan containing
legal, social and educational ramifications
prior to the field trip experience.

- - The teacher will lis .discuss the possibd
services and resourc s, available within a
community for incorp ation within the curri-

culum.



-- The teacher will interpret the evaluation of
pupils' progress and communicate to the
parent the strengths, weakness and needs of
individual students.

-- The teacher will forMulate a rationale for
use af community as the classroom.

-- The teacher will inventory available resources
in the surrounding area that will aid ,instruc-
tion.

Group Process, Implementation of Group_ 7rocess, Communications,
implementation of Communications WiTis
(Combined Groups 14 and 20; Leaders: - Nichols Davis, Schantz-Hilsinger)

1. The teacher will be able to establish guidelines
for developing and maintaining control in the
classroom, including the resolution of indivi-
dual pupil problems with a minimum of disruption.

2. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
direct and participate in group processes in the
classroom.

3. The teacher will identify psychological princi-
ples and group approaches to human motivation
that influence pupils.

4 4. The teacher will describe the merits of alter-
nate teacher-pupil relationships, such as
competitive and collaborative models, within
the context pf intra- artd inter-group relations.

5. The teacher will be aware of the effect-of dif-
ferent socio - economic school enviroments on the
teaching-learning situation.

/- 6. The teacher will know the advantageand dis-
advantages of 4ivariety of instructional pat-
terns and grouping skills, and be able to
implement them (e.g. Large and small group
instruction, individualized instruction,
independent study, laboratory experiences,
and team teaching).

7. The teacher will develop with pupils a class-
room climate conducive to learning aqd improv-
ing interpersonal relationships.

8. The teacher will adapt "to varying school
situations and conditions.
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1. The teacher will be able to consult with others
concerning the welfare of pupils.

10. The teacher will identify and provide for the
emotional, intellectual, and social interests,
needs and development of individual students.

11. The teacher will create situations and settings
which .11ow for pupil self-expression and
personal growth.

12. The teacher will involve pupils in evaluating
individual and group progress in order to
plan future goals and, means of achieving them.

13 The teacher will demonstrate a familiarity with'
self-evaluating techniques, including a form of
interaction 'analysis, to increase his/her instruc-
tional and professional competence.

1. The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge that
attitudinal, physical, and environmental factors
affect pupils' ability to use communication
skills.

2. The teacher will be able to describe and utilie
communication and technological innovations and
their implications.

3. The teacher will demonstrate knowledge of the
nature and function of communications, including
literary and non-literary, oral and written, ver-
bal and non- verbal,-and standard and non-standard
language for use in both formal and informal
situations.

4. The teacher will demonstrate a mastery of basic
communication skills and direct pupils in their
acquisition of these skills for use in observing,
inquiring, and discovering.

5. The teacher will be able to diagnose pupil com-
munication skills in his/her respective subject
area and provide feedback at a level of pupil
understanding.

6. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to com:
municate subject matter, including objectives
and vocabulary, in concepts and words appropriate
to the level of pupil understanding.

7. The teacher wi)1 demonstrate the ability to com-
municate effectively with members of school

community.
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B. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
select appropriate materials and instruction-
al techniques to meet the communication
skill needs of pupils.

Reading, Teaching of Reading, Research Methods, Use of Research Methods,
Logic, Reasoning, Comprehension, Problem-Solving, Logic Skills; Imple-
mentation and Teaching of Problem-Solving, Skills; Compreherrsion,
Teaching of Study Skills and Work Habits
{Combined Group's 15 and 19; Leaders: Nous-Southworth, DiFigio-Gorman)

3. The teacher will facilitate problem solving
techniques, formulating hypotheses, testing
promising conclusions, evaluating, revising
and retesting.

6. The teacher
/

will encourage ouestioning,.curio-
sity and critical thinking by the students.

12. The teacher will apply learning principles to
develop in students the ability to make
generalizations, and see relationships.

15. The teacher will develop an intellectual atmos-
phere in the classroom by formulating questions
that require more than memory.

19. The teacher will organize ideas, concepts, and
orrincioles on a recognizable priority system.

20. The teacher will help to establish a priority
system. based upon ideas, concepts, and princi-"
ples.

22. The teacher will analyze and answer student
questions.

26. The teacher will acknowledge and examine con-
,

flicting evidence.

28. The teacher Will ifferentiate observable data
' from inferences.

37. The teacher will be able to stimulate divergent
thinking and consideration of alternative views
and 'courses of action.

41. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to
formulate questions and statements that require
integrating reading anii thinking skills with
content. k
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43. The teacher will analyze techniques in pro-
blem solving, logical reasoning, discovery
and inquiry methods.

50. The teacher will be able to organize and
transmit information and ideas to others in
the learning environment.

1. The teacher will demonstrate an understanding
of the existence of various levels of thought
prpcesses.

4. The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge of the
techniques for the analysis of an educational
issue, problem or theory.

5. The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge of
,ajor philosophies and systems of logic.

7. The teacher will acquire an understanding of
problem solving skills.

8. The teacher will acqu4e an awareness of his/her
changing role.

9. The teacher will be able to state the relation-
ship among: (a) empirical information, (b)
generalizations, (c) hypotheses, and (d) theory.

12. The teacher will relate curriculum and method-
ology to the development of logical processes in
students.

13. The teacher will demonstrate an understanding of
concept development as it relates to classroom
situations.

16. The teacher will analyze and synthesize the use
of the following as they relate to classroom
teaching: (a) personal experiences, (b) authori-
tative sources, (c) deductive reasoning, (d)
inductive reasoning, and (e) scientific method.

17. The teacher will be able to identify the compre-
hension skills as they relate to classroom
situations.

1. The teacher will identify and practice good
study techniques.

2. The teacher wilrlist and describe the basic
study skills and devise strategies for their
functional application.
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3. The teacher will construct an original study
guide to help students comprehend and organ 'e

material.

4. The teacher will construct activities and
materials for teaching study skills.

7. The teacher will promote the development of
information organizing skills, e.g. note
taking, outlining, summarizing, and translat-
ing by children.

1. The teacher will be able to read, interpret,
and evaluate research and relate the findings to
teaching practice.

7. The teacher will demonstrate a knowledge and
utilization of basic educational resources,
references, and cohtemporary research.

10. The teacher will select and utilize reference
sources related to a topic, prepare a biblio-
graphy employing an acceptable research style.

14. The teacher will state the purpose, procedures
and differences among the following types of
research: la) historical, (b) descriptive, and
(c) experimental.

16. The teacher will utilize data containing modern
research terminology: (a) types of research .

design b) basic descriptive and inferential,
s istics (m ures of central tendency, vari-
ility correlations, and significance).

17. he teacher will state the relationship among
a) empirical information, (b) generalizations,

) hypothesis, and (d) theory.

18. The teacher will state the significance of a
hypothesis in research design, describe how to
construct, test, avid evaluate hypotheses.

21. The teacher will locate, acquire, organize, and
analize information in a manner consistent with
estAlished standards of scholarship.

28. The teacher will demonstrate the capacity to
direct independent student study.

38. The teacher will identify the research skills
and devise strategies necessary for various

'learning approaches such as: unit based
approach, inquiry approach for instruction

L in these skills.
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44. The teacher will demonstrate the recognition
and utilization of the library as an educa-
tional component.

45. The teacher will develop the ability to
research, interpret, and present results of
a problem related V., clasIsroom situations.

1. The teacher will develop an understanding o
the concept of reading readiness.

3. The teacher will identify and assess the fac-
tors related to the reading procets: perceptual,
intelligence, personality, cultural, socio-
economic, environmental.

5. The teacher will demonstrate that reading is
developed through the various curricular
avenues.

7.' The teacher will demonstrate a working knowledge
of the basic principles underlying the develop-
ment of reading skills and the relationship of
these skills to the various approaches of teach-
ing reading.

17. The teacher will be able to identify the reading
skills needed in the content areas.

21. The teacher will describe and implement the princi-
ples of diagnosis.

24. The teacher will identify the problem readers.

28. The teacher will isolate and interpret the rela-
tionship between the experiences and the language
backgrounds to the processe3 of reading.

39.. The teacher will discern and implement the methods
iand skills pertaining to the reading process.

46. The teacher will be able to explain the nature of
and processes involved in reading.

52. The teacher will identify reading as a vital com-
ponent in the educational' process.

63. The teacher will identify and analyze the effect
of cultural, environmental and family influences
on the reading experiences of learners.

70. Thq teacher will identify the needs and character-
istics of the disadvantaged learner as related to
reading.
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19 The teacher, is able to identify the major fac-
tors which influence language development.

29 The teacher Will identify and make use of the
major factors' which influence reading develop-
ment ancrfacility.

32 The teacher stimulates continuing interest by
the presentatign a variety of language arts
materials.

46 The teacher will develop and utilize instruc-
tional plans for applying reading skills in
the content fields.

Tests and Measurements, Intellectual Traits, Instructional Objectives,
Implementation of Instructional Objectives and Goals
(Combined Groups 22 and 25; Leaders: Vavda-Dunkle, Evc,-Perkins)

1. The teacher will demonstrate openmindedness
by respecting others, considering divergent
points of view, and by manifesting an attitude
of fle)dbility, sensitivity,and tolerance.

2. The teacher will demonstrate intellectual
initiative in developing related knowledge
and materials teaching/learning situations.

3. The teacher will demonstrate a commitment to
continuous' cognitive and affective growth.

4. The teacher will exhibit a problem-solving
attitude. through a spirit of inquiry, intel-
lectual curosity, and mature judgment.

5. The teacher will demonstrate responsibility
for the relevance of instruction.

6. The teacher will exhibit a willingness to
accept and adapt to any teaching/learning
situation.

7. The teacher will exhibit appropriate means
of communication within the instructional
environment.

1. The teacher will compare traditional systems
with, competency-based instruction.

2. The teacher will list, define, identify, and
provide examples for sptems of task analysis
and specify the accompanying instructional
objectives.
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3. The teacher will conduct a task analysis,
write instructional objectives, specify the
levels of learning activities, develop pre-
and post-tests and empirically evaluate
that sequence.

i

4. The teacher will cooperate with students to
develop relevant objectives which consider
the broader understandings and concepts rather
than a compilation of facts.

5. The teacher will Ostidguish enabling from
terminal performance objectives.

6. The teacher will develop objectives for the
cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor domains
which are behavioral and observable.

if
7. The teacher will defend the rationale used/in

determining content to be presented.

8. The teacher will cooperate with pupils to
develop goals which reflect the uniqueness of
the group and which will be (a) ,consonant with
each student's current performance capabilities,
(b) relevant and meaningful to each student's
current life experience, and (c) appropriate
to their developmental sequence.

9. The teacher will individualize instruction
through the following processes:

a. Obtain student commitment.
b. Specify behavioral objectives.
c. Pre-test students for both entry and

exit level behavior.
d. Provide instruction which relates to

the level of the objective, which
utilizes student interaction and
reinforces student behavior.

e. Post-test student to determine com-
petency level.

f. Recycle instruction if necessary.

10. The teacher will distinguish between concep-
tual and skill developMent.

11. The teacher will communicate learning objec-
tives to learners, to facilitate their under-
standing by teachers, parents, learners, and
others.

12. The teacher will design and utilize advance
organizers other than topical and chronological.
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13. The teacher will determine if students have a
clear understanding of the desired terminal
performance.

1. The teacher will devise and use programs of
continuous evaluation of learner growth, needs
and interests.

2. The teacher will utilize learner evaluation
data to provide feedback for instructional pro-
gram modification.

3. The teacher will identify advantages and dis-
advantages of verbal and performance assessment.

4. The teacher will define and use concepts of
objectivity, reliability and validity as basic
elements of measurement instruments.

5. The teacher will differentiate between norm-
referenced and criterion-referenced assessments.

6. The teacher will identify the social- motional
and socio-cultural influences on indi idual
performances on norm-referenced and 7iteri6n-
referenced assessments.

7. The teacher will select assessment instruments
for usg in evaluation of.the cognitive, affec-
tive and intycho-motor. domains.

8. The teacher will, given chronological age and
intelligence quotient, compute the mental age
and make a predictive judgment about academic
expectency.

9. The teacher will interpret norm-referenced
assessment scores by the use of test manuals and
test-resource information.

10.- The teacher will calculate and interpret the
mean, media, mode, standard deviation, percen-
tile and percentile rank, given a group of test
scores.

11. The teacher will, given a set of test scores
plotted on a normal curve, have the student inter-
pret the distribution'and describe conditions under
which the concept of normal curveis applicable.

12. The teacher will, given a teacher-made test,
critique the content and'format.

13. The teacher will develop teacher-made tests.
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14. The teacher will differentiate uses and inter-
pretations of kinds of tests through item
analysis.

15. The teacher will develop rationales for
evaluating and reporting outcomes from norm-
referenced and criterion-referenced assessment.

16. The teacher will systematize observation
strategies to include case study, anecdotal
recording and classroom interaction analysis.

17. The teacher will recognize the ethical prob-
lems related to acquiring data and maintain
confidentiality of the data in order to avoid
unwarranted speculation or embarassment.

18. The teacher will specify the criteria necessary
for'useful psychological tests. These criteria
will include objectivity, reliability, validity,
and standaedization.

19. The teacher will describe procedures for assess-
ing the entry-level of learners.

20. The teacher will demonstrate understanding of
the assets and the limitations of various types
of psychological measures and the part they play
in the educational setting.

2]. The teacher will explain the use, misuse, and
value of intelligence tests.

22. The teacher will demonstrate knowledge of instru-
- ments and techniques suitable for diagnosing

children with specialized needs.

Media and Materials, Use of Media and Materials, Methods and Strategies,
Person-a-Pity Traits, n7iicalTills
(Combined Groups 24 and 26; Leaders: Rivell-Levinthal, Metcalf-Morgan)

1. The teacher wIll demonstrate the application
of instructional techniques and research find-
ings to meet the special needs of individual
learners.

2. The teacher will identify and evaluate cur-
rently emerging or re-emerging patterns of
instruction.

1
3. The teacher will demonstrate the application

of the latest techniques, methods and materials
in their respective teaching fields.



4. The teacher will analyze and synthesize the
contributions of various disciplines educa-
tion, e.g. philosophy, sociology, history, etc.

5. The teacher will use planning techniques that
contribute to meeting instructional objectives.

1. The teacher will exhibit acceptable limits of
emotional and physical health..

2. The teacher will maintain an acceptable physi-
cal appearance.

3. The teacher will exhibit acceptable physical
communication skills.

1. The teacher will demonstrate a degree of per-
sonal confidence which enables him/her to react
reasonably to professional situations.

2. The teacher will demonstrate sensitivity to
others.

3. The teacher Will exhibit personal character-
istics which reflect enthusiasm toward his/her
profession.

4. The teacher will show dependability in fyfill-
ing his/her responsibilities.

1. The teacher will develop criteria for the selec-
tion or production of media and specifications
for physical environment-when given an objective,
a classroom organizational pattern, and an
instructional strategy.

2. The teacher will locate and obtain media meet,
ing developed criteria.

3. The teacher will produce simplq media meeting
developed criteria from availadJe resources.

4 The/teacher will adjust the physical environment
to meet the developed specifications within
existing limitations.

<-

5. The teacher will specify how media will be used
to meet conditions of learning when given
objectives, instructiunal strategies, and
organizational patterns.

6. The teacher will use media,according to developed
spncifications.

7. The teacher will evaluate media in terms of stu-
dent performance.
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Participant Characteristics
June Workshop

Lock Haven State College
(221 Respondents)

1. Sex

Male: 139

Female: 82

2. Affiliation I

Public School: 23

College or University: 185

State Government: 1

PDE: 11

PSEA: 1

Non-Professional
Education Research 2

3. Size of School .

Under 308: 100

3000-6000: 64

Over 6000: 43

4. Position

Student: 16

Teacher: 149
Administrator: 52

Other:. 28

5. Years in Professional Education

Under 5 years: 21

5-15 years: 89
Over 15 years: 112

6. Previous Practical Experience with CBTE Programs

Little: 125

Moderate: 73

More than
moderate 25

7. Level of Knowledge About CBTE Programs:

Little: 71

Moderate: 124
More than

moderate: 26
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June Workshop

Participants and Addresses

KEY TO SYMBOLS

Denotes group leaders
Denotes group co-leaders
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1

Name alid Address

Adams, Shirley
411 !iambi Lane
Haverford, Pa... 041

List of Participants and
a

Adelman, Charles
1.10 East Walnut Park Drive
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120
(emple University)

Alexander, Donald K,
411 Snyder St.
Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
(Penn State-Capitol Campus)

Alodia, Sister M.
College .

Read g, Pa. 19607

Alpren, Patricia F.
7600 Coventry Ave.
Melrose Park, Pa. 19126

Anderson, Ruth
46 S. 9th St.
Indiana, Pa. 15701

Applegate, James
Wilson College
Chambersburg, Pa. 17201

Appolonia, Sister Mary I.H.M.
immaculata College
Immaculata, Pa. 19345

Ashcom, Benjamin
Human Response Associates
Spring House, Pa.

Ashcom, Jane
Human Response Associates
Spring House, Pa.

Austin, Sister Mary
AlverniaCollege
Reading, Pa. 19607.

Ayers, Aleda
1705 Fourth St.
Beaver Falls, Pa. 15010

Bachrach, William B.
125 W. Penn St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144

Baker, Lois
1507. Woodland Ave.
Folcroft, Pa. 19032

Baker, Ronald L.
R7 Concord St.
Indiana, Pa. 15701
(Indiana University of Pa.)

Baldwin, .Robert
58 E. eth Ave.
Clarion, Pa. 16214
(Clarion State College)

Group No.
(when available)

7

15

N

Leaders

Haley, Michael G.
R.D. #3 Mitchell Ave.
Donegal Heights
Mount Joy, Pa. 17552

Bail, Arthur L.
Chari man
Secondary Education
California State College

16 California, Pa. 15419

Rarnhurst, William J.
209 Beech Road

16 Wallingford, Pa. 19086
(Villanova University)

Barr, Bonnie
17 131 W. Water St.

Slippery Rock, Pa. 16057

10

10

5

10

Barrett, David Ill
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pa.

Bassett, Lawrence
1482 Park Ave.
Williamsport, Pa. 17701
(Teacher)

F.

Bastress, Robert
808 N. 9th St.
Selinsgrove, Pa. 17870
(Susquehanna University)

Bauer, Randall
1459Clover. Road
Camp Hill, Pa. 17011
(Pa. Dept. of Education)

Becker, A.
Pittsburgh Diocesian Schools

.Bell, Paul EA
393 Park Lane
State College, Pa. 16801

19 (Penn State University)

Bellisario, Joseph
Chester Springs, Pa. 19425

Bennett, James
18% W. Second Ave.
South Williamsport, Pa.
vas

Beren, R.
Human Response Associates
Spring House, Pa.

If Etc, Paul
St. Joseph's 0311ege
Philadelphia, 'Pg.-19131

1 Biddison, Larry T.
p 27 Nichols St.

Wellaboro, Pa. 16901
(Mansfield State College)

2

12

13

57

Group No.
(when available)

1

1

1

5

TO

6

9

5

5
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N.uno and Address

'Biro. Ruth G.
(.1,1 Maryland Ave
Pittsburgh, Pa. I

(1)uguesne Uniersity)

J oseph
4i11ersville State College

. llersville, Pa.

Boone, (,worge
Box
liumniels Wharf. Pa. 17831

Borelli, Louis
210 South St.
Harrisburg, Pa. I7 111
Rt. Dept. of Education)

Bowers, Lester J. 111

c5 Bryant Sr.
Stroudsburg, Pa. 18360
( East Stroudsburg State College)

Bowman, Kennard
5.441 Jonestown Road
Harrisburg, Pa. 17112
(Pa. Dept. of EdUcati

Bragg. Milt
Fxtension St.

Mansfield, Pa.
i?1

933
("Hegel

Gerald
11;4; Colonial Drive
hillington, Pa. 9607

Braun, Conroe
12.8 Mr Lanahan Drive
Beaver Falls, Pa. 15010

Broome, Helene C.
Harrisburg City School District
1201 N. 6th Street
Harrisburg, Ps. 171(12

Bryden, Jim
546 E. 2nd S

room sbur Pa. 17815

Burak, Joseph
5913 H gh Road

.,,,,Cornwells Heights. Pa, 19020,

Burket, Clifford A.
-0c tagon Ave.

Sinking Spring. Pa. 19608

Burdett, Eunice
Pa. Department of Education
Harrisburg, Pa. 17126

llurkhouse, Barbara
330 Stafford
Scranton, Pa. 18505

Burson, William
. Pa. Dept. of Education

Harrisburg, Pa. 17126

Group No. .Name and Address.
(when available)

ti

15 Burstyn. Joan N.
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Callahan, Joseph
P.O. Box 196
East Stroudsburg State College
East Stroudsburg, Pa. 18301

5

18

24

4

12

14

26

21

17

13

12

6

0

16

ti

Campbell, Kathy
Tunkhannak, Pa.
(Student).

Cade, H. W.
511 Shortridge Drive
Wynnewood, Pa. 19096

Charlene, Sister M.
Alvernia College ,
Reading, Pa. 19607

Cheesebrough, Dean
248 Cbuntry Club Road
York, Pa. 17403

Chusko, Kenneth R.
420 Center Church Road
McMurray, Pa. 15317

Chweh, Christopher
Education Division
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown
Johnstown, Pa. 15904

Rosemarie E. Cibik
359 Barclay Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221
(Point Park College)

Cierpilowski, Gerald
12 Pineview Drive
Flemington, Pa. 1774'5
(Lock Haven State College)

Clawson, Edward
Lock Haven State College

1Lock Haven, Pa. 17745

Cleland, George!
Box 54 :

New Wilmington,%Pa. 16142

Cole, James
12 Walnut St.
Brookville, Pa. 15825
(Clarion State College)

Combs, Carolyn B.
R. D. #2 Box 132
Slippery Rock, Pa. 16057

Combs, Clyde
R. D. #2 Box 132
Slippery Rock, Pa. 16057

Camels, Sifter Mary I.H.N.
Immact late College
Immaculate, Pa. 193.45

I

Group No.
(when available)

16

16

11

18

18

26

21

8

17

19

18
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Name and Address

Cory, Edward
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pa. 16802

Counts,, William 1.. Jr.
R. D. tij
Quarryville, Pa. 17566

L

Craig, Samuel B. Jr.
Lafayette College
Eusron, Pa. 18042

Crouch, Howard H.
1412 Scott St.
Huntingdon, Pa. 16652

Cruse, Jeanriette
Walnut Lane
R. D. #2
Mill Hall, Pa.

Ctirfman, George D.
315 W. Sheridan Ave.
Annville, Pa. 17003

Curtis, Francis H.
University of Scranton
Scranton, Pa.

Czyrnik, Helen
323 Vaughn St.
Jdhnstown, Pa.

Dana, Sister Marie lmmaculee
5090 Warwick Terrace
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
(Carlow College)

Danvir, Carrie
207 W. 11th St.
Tyrone, Pa. 16686

Darris, Patricia
6 Woodcliff Drive
Leda, Pa. 17540

Davis, Kenneth
191 Meredith
Rosemont, Pa. 19010

Day, Anne L.
Dept. of History
Clarion State College

' Clarion, Pa.

Deal, Elsie
English Department
Edinboro State College
Edinboro, Pa. 16412

Deardorff, Eugene A.
R. D. #1.
Newburg, Pa. 17230
(Shippensburg State College)

DeFigio, Nick!
255 Young Ilive
Monroeville, Pa. 15146
(University of Pittsburgh)

Group No.
(when available)

Name and Address

9 DeHaan, Roberta
826 $F. Haines Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19138

19

8

19

Deischer, Harry H.
325 Colonial Drive
Exton, Pa. 19341
(West Chester State College)

Deobold, Jean
2211/2 W. Main
Lock Haven, Pa. 17745
(Lock Haven State College)

DeTrude, James
Carlow College

19 3333 Fifth Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Donny, William F.
Box 318

J 14 Biglerville, Pa. 17307

11

Doolittle, Lawrence
613 Glen
Shippensburg, Pa. 17257

Dopyera, John
Pennsylvania State University
-University Park, Pa. 16802

Drayer, Adam
King's College

17 Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 18711

25

. Duke, William Jr.
Bruce and Walker.Roads
Washington Crossing, Pa. 18977

Dunkle, Terri
R. D. *1
Emlenton, Pa. 16373

7 (Clarion State College)

Durnirr, John
Department of Education

14 Villanova University
Villanova, Pa. 19085

'Edwards, Grace
7 726 Dorset St.

Philadelphia, Pa. 19119

Eisemann, Carol
269 Susquehanna Ave.
LAI( Haven; Pa. 17745
(Student)

15

19

59,E

Etschovitz, Lionel
Human Response Associates
Spring House, Pa.

Evans, Beverly J.
761 Carol St.
New eumberland, Pa. 17070

Eves, George
Cheyney State College
Cheyney,

Group No.
(when available)

1

3

2

1

10

17

24

9

17

22

7

'21

24

26

25



Name and Address

Eyler, Patricia
113 Cocoa Aye.,
Hershey., Pa. 17011
(Teacher)

Caith, William F. III
Duquesne University
Pittsburgh, Pa'. 1 5219

Earabaugh, Martin P.
108 Valley View Drive
Edinboro, Pa. 16112

Farris, Charlotte J.
Mansfield State ( ollege
Mansfield, Pa. 16911

Fell, Hilda W.
231 Hampden Road
Upper Darby, Pa. 19082
(St. Joseph's ( °liege)

Fiddler, Jerry B.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania'-
1:,i,ana, Pa. 18701

Finley, ThoMas M.
Grove City College A,
Grove City, Pa. 161/.17

Fitz Gerald, Sister Rita Alice
Dept. of Speech and Hearing Disorders
Carlow College
Pittsburgh, Pa I521;

Fletcher, Robert E.
Box 294
Rural Valley, Pa. 16249

Fleet,"Fred A. U
14 Oakland Ave.
Washington; Pa. 15301

Flood, Gerald J
Education Dept.
Vilkinova, University
Villaava, Pa. 19085

I

Ford, Malcolm J
Philadelphia City Schools
12.th and Al egheny Ave.
Philadelphia; Pa. 19133

Fountain, Ilixwitcha B.
University 9t Pitt*burgh
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241.

Frankowsky, James W.
Box 41
Lincoln University, Pa.

Fravel, Ray
Box ;64
Shippensburg. Pa. 17257

*(Shippensburg Sate College)

Fritch,,ConAie
R. I). #2
Hardner Drive
Allentown, Pa. 1810;
(Kutztown State College[

Group No. Name and Address(when available)

Frola, J.. Regis
950 W. 6th St.
Erie, Pa. 16057

Fry, Harold C. Jr.
10 University of Pittsburgh

Johnstown, Pa. 15904

26

8

22

23 -

'Gallagher, Edward
E. 38th St.
Erie, Pa. 16501
(Mercyhurst College)

Group No.
(when available)

5

7

21

Gambol, Donna Marie 23
545 Kent Road
Springfield, Pa. 19Q64

Gannon, Sister Margaret 12
Marywoocl College
Scranton, Pa. 18509

Gaskins, William 25
Penna. State Education Association
400 N. 3rd St.
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101

Gelatko, Sister M. Kathleen
934 Forest Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202

Giles,.Lester A. Jr.
York College
Country Club Road
York, Pa. 17405

12 Gilroy, John
26 Maplewood' St.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15205

26 Gleockler, Richard
1233 Gail Road
West Chester, Pa. 19380

17 ,old, Louis
- 21 Oakland Ave.

Indiana, Pa. 15701
(Indiana niversity of Pa.)

Good, G en n' A-.
R. D. )(1 Bog 458
North mbedand, Pa. 17857

ci?Go man, Roger
11 63 Grampian Blvd.

Williamsport, Pa. 17701
(Lycoming College)

1l' Gorman, Charles
701 California Ave. ,

N.
Oakmont, Pa. 151.39

14 ,(Universitj, of Pittsburgh)/ Graham, Harry J.
, R. Di #3

Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022

. GrasleI, CharleS W.
Geography Department

' West Chester State College
Vest Chester, Pa. 19380

13

'26

7

18

19

24

19

19

22



Nam. and Address Group No.

Grfiffiths, Anne
Slippery Rock State. College
;lippery kook, Pa. 16057

Grimm, Robert L.
224 Mcllvain Drive
Downingtown, Pa. 19335

Grogar, Linda
Warren, Pa,
(Student)

Grossman, John
21(, S. Home Ave.
Top7on, Pa. 19562
(Kutztown State Co1lee)

Guerriero, Carl A.
P.U. Box 32
Boiling Springs, Pa. 17007
(Pa. Dept. of Education)

Hagen-FrederikAn, Par;
Lewistown-Granville High SchoC.
212 Green Avenue
levristown, Pi. 17044,

Hammer, Eugene L.
Wilkes College
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 18701

Warman, Frank
Dickinson College
Car/isle, Pa. 17013

Haverstick, Martha
R. D. al
Slippery Rock, Pa. 16057
(Slippery Rock State College)

Hawkins, L.
Human Response Associates
Spring House, Pa.

Hawthorne, Leotta C.
160 Elm Street
Beaver, Pa. 15009

Held, John
426 College Avenue
Gettysburg, Pa. 17325

Hennigan, Patrick
Educational Projects, Inc.
610 Scranton 1.ife Bldg.
Scranton, Pa. 18503

Heppel, Ruth
Pa. Dept. of Education
Harrisburg, Pa. 171,26

Herr, June E.
' 542 Cocoa Avenue

Hershey, Pa. 17033

Hilsinger, ROderick
2% Ritter Hall
College of Education
Temple University
Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

Name and Addre,,s Group No.(when available) (when available)

11 Ilinkt!. 17.tnic I j.
Kut/tov.ti State ( ollQge
'Kutztown. Pa. 19530

tq

15

Hoben. Sister Mirian William
Immaculara College
Immaculata, Pa. 191)5-

Hoffman, Elizabeth
805 fieechwood Road
Havertown, Pa. 1743

Hoffman, Fred L.
101 Hillview Ave.
State College, Pa. 16801

(7' .lialingrak, John
1308 Sweetbriar Road
West Chester, Pa.
(West Chester State College)

Holland, Arden W.
Island Routei Lock Haven, Pa.
(Lock Haven State College)

llorroyd, Donald
York College
York, Pa. 17405

Hraniv, John R.
Box 27

23 Bloomsburg State College
Bloomsburg, Pa. 17815

Huddle, Eugene
3 Messiah C.ollearks.4,

Grantham, Pa.

5

Hummel, Kathleen
318 W. Saysafras St.
Selinsgrove, Pa. 17870

Huntley, Alton A.
Edinboro State College
Edinboro, Pa. 16412

Igoe, Charles J.
708 N. 10th St.

7 Selinsgrove, Pa. 17870
(Susquehanna University)

Ireland, May
11 810 E. Water St. -

Lock Haven, Pa. 17745
(Lock Haven State College)

Jeffers, Verne
8 Mann St.
Mansfield, Pa. 1.6933
(Mansfield State College

11 Jeter, ,Johipp.
'Philadelphia MusicSl Academy

. 313 S. Broad St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

20

61

Johnson, Beatrice B.
2917 Cathedral of Learning
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,Pa. 15213

12

20

21

11

14

23

21.

24

24

24

12

1

4



Name arid Address ' Group No.
(when available)

I 01111..Lio I . v Koons, Freclrica A.
I.'rh and Allegheny Srs. Rox 754

.141111a:1( Ipla a. Pa. 19134 Grove City College'
()rove City, Pa. 16127

IoIn,on, 9
knot St. Kooser, Patricia

P.I. 19144 R. D. 03
Irwin, Pa. 15642

I I.,seph 24 (Seton Hill College) ,
I. 'ft. r ( It y olluge

Hy, P.t 10127 Kowalski, Karyn M.
2703 Chorlotte St.

K.11111, LC Lige (T. 3 Erie, Pa. 16508'
Twickenham Road .

ttlt nside, Pa IOU 444 Kuhn, Barbara
Ii, aver °liege) Pa. Dept. of Eduation

Harrisburg, Pa. 17 126

Lalonde, ,Sister Mary
Iminaculata College
Immaculata, Pa. 19345

A

Name and Address

Lapel, David
allege of Education

Vniversity
Philadelphia. 19122

Kautz., Rilliam I),
Dept. of bduc anon

Darri,kturg. Pa. 1"126

Keeney. Mary 1.1u
Mar ywood
Scranton. P.a.

Erambert, Robert
2 141 3 W. 4th St.

Williamsport: Ps.

Keesbury. Forrest 26
orning ( ()liege

Ailliamsport. Pa. 17701

Kerr. (sail
(4 Oak', Lane
ShirpeOshurg. Pa. 1'25'
(Aipperisburg State (iollege)

Kerr. Dianne
5i* N. lirook.4ide lead
Springt field. Pa. 19064
(Cabrini College)

Ketcham, Clay .
Lafayette College
4.iston, Pa. 18 042

Kies, Kathleen M.
P,4.. Dept. of ducation
Harrisburg. Pa. 171 26

King. Robrht 1.
1120 Mansfield Ave.

. Pa. 157 01
(lndiana University of .Pa.)

Klopp, Howard
Cedar ( rest College
Allentown, Pa.

Kocher, Frank
R.1). al

2

21

13

17701

Laubner, Joseph
R. D. *1 Box 320
East Stroudsburg, Pa. 18 301

(Teacher)

Laubner, Margaret C.
R. D. 1111 Box 320
Fast Stroudsburg, Pa. 18 301
(East Stroudsburg State College)

Laufer, Geraldine
5811 Stanton Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206
(EdScational Projects, Inc.)

Lawrence, Leonard
Selinsgrove Elementary School
P.O. Box 148
Selinsgrove, Pa. 17870

Lee, Mabel
Pa. Dept. of Education
Harrisburg, Pa. 17126

Leffingwell, Elsie
Robert Morris College
Narrows Run Road
Coraopolis, Pa.

Leuenberger, John A.

21
287 Ben-Til Drive

*Pittsburgh, Pa. 1526

Leventhal, Jerome 1.
1409 Maguire Lane
Warminster, Pa. 18974
(Temple University)

Libra, Peter #
Mercyhurst College
Erie, Pa.

21

Jonestown, Pa. 17038

Kohn, Mali) Jane 23
-719 Maryland Ave.
Whitehall, Pa.

62
/

/ _ 11, '4

U

I
( °Ur N(1.

4 when )

15

)4

"I

18

24

23



Name and Address

f It_Elmer A.
l'rs inus College

ollegeville, Pa.

Livingston, Jack
';26 Pat Haven Drive
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15243
(Duquesne University)

Lizak, 1.eonard
California Stare College
California, Pa. 1S419

LOMAS. James
522 Knapp Road
( larks Summit, Pa. 18411

Long. Charles
Wilson College
Cliambersburg. Pa. 17201

MacOonnell, J. C.
3Auhlenberg College
Allentown, Pa. 18104

MacRae, James B.
Lincoln University
Lincoln University. Pa.

Macus, Carol A.
5701 Elwood Street
Pittsburgh. Pa. 15232
(Carlow College)

Maetozo, Matthew G.
200 Oak Lane
Flemington, Pa.

Magill, William R.
1815 Manley Road
West Chester, Pa.

Maloney, Donald
900 Thorn Run Road
Coraopolis, Pa. 15108

Masemore, Ira G.
Lock Haven State College
Lock Haven, Pa. 17715

Massanati, K.
American Association of Colleges

for Teacher Education
Washington, D.C.

Mauger, K. Frederick
Bellefonte Area School District
Bellefone, Pa. .16823,

Maurer, Wallade M.
Pa. Dept. of Education
Harrisburg, Pa. 17126

Maw, Ethel
Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Mazza, Paul
Shippensburg State College
Shippensburg, Pa.

Group No.
(when availablr)

ti

Name and Address

4 McCaffrey, Sister M. Carina
300 Adams Ay.

Scranton, Pa.
(Marywood College

McConnell, James
Allegheny College

Meadville, Pa.' 16335

25 McDermott, John W.
Moravian College
Bethlehem, Pa.

22

14 McHugh, Brian J.
Mercyhurst College
Erie, Pa. 16501

25 McMillan. Elizabeth
3309 5th Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Meehal, Jack
Pa. Dept. of Education
Harrisburg, Pa. 17126

23 Merritt, Richard E.
R. D. #1 Box 478
Elizabethtciwn, Pa. 17022
(Elizabethtown College)

17

20

21

8

63

Metcalf, Richard ICE
Box 187
Shipp./Irene, Pa. 16254

:..ihallik, Robert
R. D. 1 Box ;02
McClellanstowti, Pa. 15458
(Waynesburg College)

Miller, Jerold
Westminster College
New Wilmington, Pa.

Miller, Ruth F.
64 Johnson Avenue
Blairsville, Pa. 15717

Miller, Stanley N.
R. D. N3
Dillsburg, Pa. 17019
(Penn State-Capitol Campus)

Mineo, Joseph
407 Wateford St.
Edinboro, Pit.--46402
(Edinboro State Co e1

Mohan, James
1732 Crescent Road
York, Pa. 17403

Morgan, Donald
Becker Research Center
Clarion State College
Clarion, Pa. 16214

Morris, Gregory
Board of Public Educcion
Pittsburgh, Pa.

c

10.

(.roup
(when availabl,

8

a

13

2

26

16

16

13



'1

I

-

Name and Address

Mueller. Luther A.
"002. Lincoln Ave.
Grove (itv, Pa. 14,12"

Mulligan, Sister James Francis
villa Maria College
Inc.i 1650'.

Group. No.
(when available)

15

8

Name and Address

Pantuso, Rawnond J..
Allptitown College
C,g4,er Valley, Pa. 18034

Akzterson, )sac N.
Pa. Dept. brPtijslic Welfare
Harrisburg,3-,,

4

Group N.....
Pwhen avalfal,1,)

!au 1.,or., Alfred W.111'
lub ouri

Stroudsburg. Pa. lb360

Murphy. Kathleen L.

Pearson, Lois -C.
349 OakwoOd Lane
Devon, Pa. 19333
(Drexel University)'

I

Harrisburg Pity Schools Pedersen, Pifeeal .

1 201 N. (Nth Streer 703 S. High St.
NM.

Harrisburg. Pa.1'102 West Chester, Pa. 10380

av

Napoli, Virginia
65- Penna. Ave. 1-:xt.

24 Perego, Auktin D.
100 Fair 'jew Drive

12

Rochesser, I S0' West Chevy, Pa. 19380

Neubard, Robert U. 18 PerkinstMareirr 25
330 Grace street Cheyney State College' ..;Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236
(Penn State- McKeesport)

_Cheyney, Pa.

Peirone, Carol
Nichols"111.nry .14 3800 Ridge pike,
101 HilCside Circle
Villanova,tPL.

fe(Villanova University)
p.

C011eseville, Pa. 19426
.

Petrone, Fred 15

Nolan, I. 11. 15
13800 Ridge Pike
Colleg'eville, Pa. 19426

IN"
Central Intermediate Unit ri() (Cabrini College)
Radio Park, R. D. #1 .

Philipsburg, Pa. 1066 Porter, James S. - 22
Pa. Dept. of Education

Nous, Albert P. 15 Harrisburg, Pa. 17126
2911 Cathedral of Learning . -
University. of Pittsburgh RarrausW, William 6
Pittsburgh, Pi. 15260 University .of. Scrantdn

Scranton, PI!. 18510
Oakley4. Donald. 15
Lock Haven State College Barit,oPinory W. 6
Lock Haven, Pa. 17745 42 .E:-'5th.ta.

Bloorirstitikg Pa .17815
O'Donnell, John '4. (Blpemtbarg Sta.e: College)
English Department
Millersville State College Rash, Agnes M.
Millersville, Pa. run St. Joseph's Cege

54th andCity Ave.
Olds, Richard 22 Philjadelphia, Va. 19131
124 Rhoda Drive ,t

"I'.ancaster, Pa. 17601 Ratifern, Carroll J.
,Millersville State'Collegel Box:*

a
Orndorff, Karl L.
Harr isburg City Schools
1039 S. 18th Street

. 'Harrisburg, Pa. 17104

Paeellt, Sister M.

Reading,
College'

Reading, Pa. 1907

Packard, Bruze
(,ttysburg
Gettysburg, Pa.- 1-'32S

Pankey, homer i<
California State ( allege
California, Pa.

21

ABlogrosburg State College)

keppert, James

Pao'Cflege),:,

Rice, Pa*!
1001 College; Ave.
Elizabei*Wn, Pa. 17022
(Elizabilthtown College)

Ri4160frmost:W1
4 ,75I WigLiinsteal Lane .

Jenkintown, Pa. 190*
(1 emple University)

64

6

24



Name and Address

Roark, James
1210-A Marks St.
Allentown, Pa. 1810'.

Roberts, James S.
1901 JFK Blvd., Apt. 1106
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
(HEW-USOF Regional Ill Office)

Rohrbacher, Diane
110 Beekey Building
Kutztown State College
Kutztown, Pa.

Rosenberger, Russell S.
II', F. Lincoln Ave.
lieu) ,burg, Pa. 17325

Rousseau, Joseph L.,
203' Stone Mill Road
Lancaiter, Pa. 17603

Ruhl, William R. \\,-
Lewisburg Area J.H.S.
Washington Ave.

4: 1.-ewisburg, Pa. 1'837

Ruscitti, Theodore
111 Granite St.
A'iquippa, Pa. 15001,

Sacca, Elizabeth J.
Philadelphia College of Art
(Broad and Pine Sts.

, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102

Saewitz, Dianne
306 Martin Lane
Wallingford, Pa. 19086

Saltvsik, Elaine
R. D. it;
Wagner's Orchard
Bloomsburg, Pa.

Sands, Patricia
2017 Alsace Road ,

ReadingrPa. 19604

Schaeffer, Louise
2825 Four Mile Drive, R. D. #3
Moatoursville, Pa. 17754

Schaffmaster, Lansdale
R. D.
Newfoundland, Pa. 18445'

Schaffmaster, Lansdale (Mrs.)
R. D.
Newfoundland, Pa. 18 445

Schantz, Betty
College of Education
Temple University
Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

Schlegel, Miriam A.
Juniata College
Huntingdon, Pt. 16652

Group'No. Name and Address
(when avai5ble)

A

.04

25

20

5

17

12 /

20

9

20

4

Schmidtke, Carl
R. D. #1
Peachbottom, Pa. 17563
(Millersville State College)

Selfridge, Marilyn A.
1

(1.roup No.
(when available)

6

2

9 Apple St.
Clearfield, Pa. 168 30

Seyinr, Margaret M.
526 brodhead Ave.
Bethlehern, Pa. 18015
(Lehigh University)

Shay, Ralph S. 26
Lebanon Valley College
Annville, Pa. 17003

Shoup', Margaret 8

Robert Morris College
NarrOws Run Road
Cettropolis, Pa. 15108

/

Skrntski, &jingly 25
University of Scranton
Sr; anion, Pa. 18 510

laybriugh, James F. 12
,100 Rodes Ave.
/Gettysburg, Pa. 17325

Smith, Robert F. I3
R. D. #1
Stevens, Pa. 17578

Smith, Phyllis 12
Harvey Road
Foxburg, Pa. 160'36

Snyder, Alverta
3021/2 W. Market St.
Clearfield, Pe. 16830

Soltysik, Elaine M. 13

1.274 Bennett St.
Old Forge, Pa. 18518

Southworth, Horton C. 15
619.5. Linden Ave. .

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15208
(University of Pittsburgh)

Spangler, Daisy K. 8
Millersville State College
Millersville, Pa. 17551

Starik, Peggy
Pa. Dept. of Education
Harrisburg, Pa. 17126

Stanton, Paul
R. D. 112 'Box 182
Mr-,1 Hall, Pa. 1.7751
(Lock Haven Stare College

Steg, Doreen
1616 Hepburn Drive
Villanova, Pa.

13

.



Nam( and Addre'r.o.

Stein, Shelley
23'. Brighton St.

Philadelphia, l'a. 191 19
'Drexel University)

Stephens. Gale
106 I.IIai Lane
Scranton,. Pa. 18

(Marywood ( ollege)

Stevenson. Dorton,
527 State St.
Lancaster. Pa. l-6()i

Stine. Doris I'.
Star Route s."
Shippensburg, Pa
(( hamhersburg Se hoot Dr.strit t

Stockdale, Jane A.
Pa. Dept. of Ldu. anon
Harrisburg, Pa. -1 ?e

Storey, George
2 E. Ninth Ave.
( ollegeville, Pa. 10.120

Stout, Rev. E. B.
St. Joseph's College
Philadelphia, Pa. 19131

Sugrue, Sister Katherine
Marywood College'
Scranton, Pa. 1809

Sutter, Barry
28 W. 8th St.

-Bloomsburg, Pa. 1-81s
(Bloomsburg Stat. t olleger

Swearingen, John
California State College
California, Pa. 1s319

Swan felt, Robert
Main

.nsfield, Pa. 16933
(Mansfield State College)

'Falerico. James
R. D.*112.
Wellsboro, Pa. 16901

.// (Teacher)

Taylor, Robert
552 Mentzer St.
Chambersburg, Pa.

Temin, Annette
239 W. Homer St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 191 19

Thomas, John W.
\240 West First St.
Malvern, Pa.

r 'Eastern College)

\Tronetti, Donald
3\-40 Ellsworth Ave'.

fe. Pa. 16.508

Group No.
(when available)

15

Name and Address Group No.
(when available

Trueblood, Cecil
1244 Park Hill Ave.
State College, Pa.
(Penn State University)

6 Urbach, Ruth
Human Response As4ociates
Spring House, Pa.

Urgo, Georgette
13, 15 Magenta St.

Nicksville
Long Wand, New York 11801

Valero, Lucy A.
Penna. State Education Association
400 N. 3rd St.
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101

4

9

9

21

a yda , Kenneth
R. D. #1
Knox, Pa. 16232
(( !anion State College)

Voltz. Ramon J.
R D. 04
Grove City. Pa. 16127

Wallace, Brother Anthony
LaSalle College
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141

Walters. Shirley A.
10 Rosedale Ave.
West Chester, Pa. 19380.

Walton. Joseph
549 Deborah Jane Drive
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15239
(Penn State-New Kensington)

10 Washington, AI.
University of Pittsburgh
160 N. Craig St.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Weber, Pristine
Cedar Crest College
Allentown, Pa.

9

26

1

Webster, Susan
24 Indian Field Road
Wiliiington, Delaware 19810
(West Chester State College)

'Felten, Barbara
Mercyhurst College
Erie, Pa.

Wending, Jo Ann
60 W. Union St.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 18102
(College Misericordia)

Wescott, Rickard T.
169-Early Ave.
Gettysburg, Pa. 17325

9 Whalen. 'Slate; Patricia
501 E. 38th St.
Erie. Pa. 16501

66

22

12

17

18

11

24

9

19



ti

Name and Address

Whatley, Elizabeth
2917 Cathedral of Learning
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Wheeler, Gerald
Dept. of Physics
Temple University
Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

Whelen, Sister Mariellen
Rosemont College
Rosemont, Pa.. 19010

Wieckowski, Wanda
110 Glenside Ave.
Wyncote, Pa. 19095
(Holy Family College)

Wiens, Ben J.
3306 Oakland Road
Bethlehem, Pa.' 18017

William, Sister Marian
Immaculata College
Immaculata, Pa. 19345

Williams, Cathy
Box 1482
Dickinson College
Carlisle, Pa. 17013 0

Penna. State Education Association
400 N. 3rd St.
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101

Wilson, Jean A.
715 Tidbatl Ave.
Grove City, Pa. 16127

Wiser, Gerald R.
636 Trout Road
State College, Pa.

Group No. Name and Address

(when available)

/ I

-J

Wolfe. kichard L.
519 Chestnut St.
Indiana, Pa. 15701

Womack, Walter
21 1120 Barringer Sr.

Philadelphia, l'a. 19119

Woodin, Tricia
2 Page St.
Madison, New Jersey 07940

Woomer, Dale W.
9'5 McKnight Road
Indiana, Pa. 15701

Wydra, Dennis
118 Allen Hall

C24 Mansfield State College
Mansfield, Pa. 16911

20

Yoas, Steven
Cheyney,Sate College
Cheyner, Pa. '19319

Zaeske, Amok:
t. I al ion State College
Clarion, Pa. 16214

Zellers, Robert
703 Euclid Ave.

23 Johnstown, Pa.

20

1

Zimmer, Albert A.
Thiel College
Greenville, Pa. 16125

Zimmerman, Earl R.
R. D.
Franklin Chutch Road
Dillsburg, Pa. 17019

Christopher, 'Cindy
Ridgeway, Pa.
(Student)

67.
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HUMAN RESPONSE ASSOCIATES, INC.

Benjamin M. Ashcom
Technical Director

Ralph S. Beren
Process Director

Jane Ashcom

'Lionel E. Etscovitz

Laurence Hawkins

Patricia Porter

Jinny L. Tay

Ruth Thorns

Ruth Urbach

Lpis Woodward

ti

Executive Vice President

Director, Human Relations Programs

Research Associate

Prcicess Associate

Process Associate

Administrative Assistant

Secretary located at PDE

Administrative Assistant

Research Associate

Research Associate

LOCK HAVEN'STATE COLLEGE

Paul Stanton

Gerald Robinson

4

Dean of. School of Education

Academic Vice-President

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Kathleen M. Kies

Wallace M. Maurer

Barbara Kuhn

Eunice Burkett

Acting Director,
Bureau of Academic Programs

C.B.T.E. Project Coordinatdr

Secretary

Secretary
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